Geomancer

Trouble is brewing in the north. First,
Flarman Flowerstalk, the renowned
firemaster, suddenly disappears. Then the
Stone Men, who are under the enchantment
of an ancient geomancer, capture and hold
his apprentice, Douglas Brightglade. And
now, magician Wongs homeland of Choin
is in an uproar as warring factions fight
over the emperors throne. Somehow the
scattered fellowship of wizards must locate
their missing members, break the old
enchantments, and bring peace to the
Choinese in time for Douglas to pass his
firemaster exam and marry Myrn Manstar.

Geomancy (Greek: ??????????, earth divination) is a method of divination that interprets markings on the ground or the
patterns formed by tossed handfuls of soil, rocks, or sand.FFT Geomancer (Elemental User in Japanese promotional
materials) is a job in Final Fantasy Tactics. It is a balanced job in the physical classes but moreGeomancer is a fictional
supervillain appearing in American comic books published by DC Comics. Contents. [hide]. 1 Fictional character
biography 2 PowersDefine geomancers. geomancers synonyms, geomancers pronunciation, geomancers translation,
English dictionary definition of geomancers. n. Divination by A geomancer practices a crude form of shamanism
known as geomancy. Geomancy is a practice of divination and elemental combat native topurge]Geomancy (Greek:
??????????, earth divination) is a method of divination that interprets markings on the ground or the patterns formed by
tossed handfuls of soil, rocks, or sand.The Geomancer is a Human class that first appears in Disgaea 2: Cursed
Memories, only to reappear in Disgaea 3: Absence of Justice and Disgaea 2: DarkXI Geomancer is one of the jobs
released in the expansion Final Fantasy XI: Seekers of Adoulin.III The Geomancer is a job class in Final Fantasy III. It
is gained from the Water Crystal in the NES version, while it is gained from the Fire Crystal in the 3D Geomancer skills
in Divinity: Original Sin 2 are Intelligence-based , allowing players to harness the power of Earth to deal various kinds
of AoEGeomancer definition, divination by geographic features or by figures or lines. See more.The Geomancer (also
known as the Wiseman) is a recurring class in the Disgaea series. Geomancers are old men with the power to control
land formation via
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